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Abstrat
The orbifold ovariane priniple, or OCP for short, is presented to
support a onjeture of Pradisi, Sagnotti and Stanev on the expression of
the Klein-bottle amplitude.
Frobenius-Shur indiators had been introdued in [1℄ to distinguish between
real and pseudo-real primary elds of a CFT, i.e. those primaries whose two-
point funtion is symmetri ( resp. antisymmetri ) with respet to braiding.
They have a simple expression in terms of the usual data of a CFT, i.e. the
fusion rule oeients N rpq, the exponentiated onformal weights ( or statisti
phases ) ωp = exp (2pii(∆p − c/24)) and the matrix elements of the modular
transformation S : τ 7→ −1τ , whih reads
νp =
∑
q,r
NpqrS0qS0r
(
ωq
ωr
)2
(1)
where the sum runs over the primary elds, and the label 0 refers to the vauum.
The basi result about the Frobenius-Shur indiator νp is that it is three-valued
: its value is +1 for real primaries, -1 for pseudo-real ones, and 0 if p 6= p.
Besides the original motivation to haraterize simply the symmetry prop-
erties of two-point funtions, Frobenius-Shur indiators had been applied pre-
viously in the study of simple urrent extensions [2℄, of boundary onditions [3℄,
and of WZNW orbifolds [4℄. They have also appeared in the work of Pradisi,
Sagnotti and Stanev on open string theory [5℄, although in a disguised form,
as the oeients of the Klein-bottle amplitude for a CFT whose torus par-
tition funtion is the harge onjugation modular invariant. This onnetion
has been notied in several papers sine then, and arguments were presented
to support this Ansatz [6℄[7℄. Reently, the Klein-bottle amplitude had been
omputed using 3D tehniques in [8℄, and the result agrees with the Ansatz of
Pradisi, Sagnotti and Stanev. Unfortunately, there is still an important piee of
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evidene missing, namely the validity of the Ansatz depends on the positivity
onjeture
Npqrνpνqνr ≥ 0 (2)
for any three primaries p, q, r. Although in some speial ases the positivity
onjeture an be shown to hold [9℄, no general proof is available at the moment.
Therefore, it seems relevant to present another argument strongly supporting
the Ansatz of Pradisi, Sagnotti and Stanev, whih is ompletely independent
of the previous ones. This argument is based on what we all the orbifold
ovariane priniple, whih we'll explain in a moment.
First of all, let's summarize some basis of permutation orbifolds whih will
be needed in the sequel. For any Conformal Field Theory C and any permutation
group Ω, one an onstrut a new CFT C ≀ Ω by orbifoldizing the n-fold tensor
power of C by the twist group Ω, where n is the degree of Ω, and the resulting
CFT is alled a permutation orbifold [10℄[11℄. One an ompute most interesting
quantities of the permutation orbifold C ≀Ω from the knowledge of C, e.g. one has
expliit expressions for the torus partition funtion, the haraters, the matrix
elements of modular transformations, et. [12℄. Not only may one ompute
the relevant quantities, but the resulting expressions have a simple geometrial
meaning : besides the obvious symmetrizations involved, one has to inlude
instanton orretions arising from the twisted setors, related to the non-trivial
overings of the world-sheet. This reipe works for arbitrary oriented surfaes
[13℄, and may be generalized to the unoriented ase, in partiular the Klein-
bottle. But to obtain the expliit expression of the Klein-bottle amplitude, one
has rst to make a short detour into uniformization theory.
In ase of orientable surfaes, uniformization theory tells us that a losed
surfae is obtained by quotienting its universal overing surfae - whih is either
the sphere for genus 0, the plane for genus 1, or the upper half-plane for genus
bigger than 1 - by a suitable disrete group of holomorphi transformations
isomorphi to its fundamental group : in ase the genus is greater than one, this
is a hyperboli Fuhsian group, for genus 1 this is a group of translations, and
the genus 0 ase is trivial [14℄. For non-orientable surfaes one has to inlude
orientation reversing, i.e. antiholomorphi transformations as well. A suitable
presentation of the fundamental group of the Klein-bottle looks as follows :〈
a, b | b−1ab = a−1
〉
(3)
i.e. the fundamental group is generated by two elements a and b satisfying the
single dening relation aba = b [15℄. So we have to look for one holomorphi
and one antiholomorphi ane transformation that satisfy the above relation.
As the uniformizing group is only determined up to onjugay, we may use this
freedom to transform the generators into the following anonial form :
a : z 7→ z + it (4)
b : z 7→ z +
1
2
(5)
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whith t < 0. The meaning of the parameter t may be reovered by onsider-
ing the oriented (two-sheeted) over of the Klein-bottle : this is a torus with
purely imaginary modular parameter equal to
1
it . So dierent Klein-bottles are
parametrized by t, and may be obtained by identifying the points of the om-
plex plane under the ation of the group generated by the two transformations
in Eq.(4).
We an now embark upon omputing the Klein-bottle amplitude KΩ of the
permutation orbifold C ≀ Ω in terms of the orresponding amplitude K of C.
The general reipe tells us that we have to onsider eah homomorphism from
the fundamental group into the twist group Ω, i.e. eah pair x, y ∈ Ω that
satisfy xy = x−1. Eah suh homomorphism determines a overing of the Klein-
bottle, whih is not onneted in general, its onneted omponents being in
one-to-one orrespondene with the orbits ξ ∈ O(x, y) of the group generated
by x and y. There are two kinds of orbits : those on whih the group
〈
x, y2
〉
generated by x and y2 ats transitively, the orresponding onneted overings
being Klein-bottles again; and those whih deompose into two orbits ξ± under
the ation of
〈
x, y2
〉
, the orresponding overings being tori. Aordingly, we
have O (x, y) = O−(x, y)∪O+(x, y), where O−(x, y) ontains those orbits whose
orresponding overing is a Klein-bottle. There is a simple numerial hara-
terization of these two ases : O−(x, y) onsists of those orbits ξ ∈ O(x, y)
whih ontain an odd number of x-orbits. The uniformizing groups of the above
onneted omponents, hene their moduli, may be determined as the point sta-
bilizers of the orresponding orbits. Eah homomorphism gives a ontribution
equal to the produt of the partition funtions of the onneted omponents of
the orresponding overing, and the total Klein-bottle amplitude is the sum of
all these ontributions divided by the order of the twist group Ω. All in all, we
get the result
KΩ(t) =
1
|Ω|
∑
x,y∈Ω
δxy,x−1
∏
ξ∈O−(x,y)
K
(
λ2ξt
|ξ|
) ∏
ξ∈O+(x,y)
Z
(
|ξ|
2λ2ξit
+
κξ
λξ
)
(6)
where Z is the torus partition funtion of the theory. In the above formula, |ξ|
stands for the length of the orbit ξ, λξ is the length of the x-orbits ontained in
ξ, while κξ is the smallest non-negative integer suh that x
−κξy|ξ|/λξ stabilizes
the points of ξ ∈ O+(x, y).
Let's now turn to the orbifold ovariane priniple. Suppose we have an
equality of the form
L = R (7)
where L and R denote some quantities of the CFT. If suh an identity is to hold
universally in any CFT, it should obviously hold in any permutation orbifold as
well, i.e. Eq.(7) should imply
LΩ = RΩ (8)
where we denote by LΩ (resp. RΩ) the value of L (resp. R) in the Ω permutation
orbifold. As this should hold for an arbitrary permutation group Ω, this gives
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us an innite number of highly nonlinear onsisteny onditions for Eq.(7) to
be valid, provided we an express LΩ and RΩ in terms of L and R respetively.
This is what we all the orbifold ovariane priniple, or OCP for short.
In the ase at hand, onsider the two omponent quantity
L =
(
Z(τ)
K(t)
)
whih, aording to the Pradisi-Sagnotti-Stanev Ansatz, should equal
R =
( ∑
p χp(τ)χp(τ)∑
p νpχp(
1
it )
)
Note that it is at this point that we restrit ourselves to theories with the harge
onjugation invariant. It is now straightforward to verify that the Ansatz L = R
indeed satises the OCP. This follows from the following general results [12℄ :
ZΩ(τ) =
1
|Ω|
∑
(x,y)∈Ω{2}
∏
ξ∈O(x,y)
Z
(
µξτ + κξ
λξ
)
(9)
χ〈p,φ〉(τ) =
1
|Ωp|
∑
(x,y)∈Ω
{2}
p
φ(x, y)
∏
ξ∈O(x,y)
ω
−
κξ
λξ
p(ξ) χp(ξ)
(
µξτ + κξ
λξ
)
(10)
ν〈p,φ〉 =
1
|Ωp|
∑
x,y2∈Ωp
δxy,x−1φ(x, y
2)
∏
ξ∈O−(x,y)
νp(ξ)
∏
ξ∈O+(x,y)
C
p(ξ−)
p(ξ+)
(11)
In these formulae Ω{2} denotes the set of ommuting pairs of elements of the
group Ω, p : {1, . . . , n} → I is an n-tuple of primaries (onsidered as a map), Ωp
is the stabilizer in Ω of the map p under the natural indued ation, and φ is an
irreduible harater of the double of the stabilizer Ωp. For a pair (x, y) ∈ Ω
{2}
p ,
we denote by O(x, y) the set of orbits on {1, . . . , n} of the group generated by
x and y, while for a given orbit ξ ∈ O(x, y), λξ denotes the ommon length
of the x-orbits ontained in ξ, µξ denotes their number, and κξ is the smallest
nonnegative integer suh that yµξx−κξ belongs to the stabilizer of ξ, while p(ξ)
denotes the value of the map p on the orbit ξ (on whih it is onstant beause
both x and y stabilize p). Finally, Cqp denotes the harge onjugation matrix,
i.e. C = S2, while the notation O±(x, y) and ξ± has been explained previously
in onnetion with Eq. (6).
With the aid of Eq.(10) and Eq.(6), after performing the required summa-
tions, we arrive at the result that L = R implies LΩ = RΩ, onrming the
laim. This should be viewed as a strong onsisteny hek of the Pradisi-
Sagnotti-Stanev Ansatz.
Of ourse, the above argument does not exhaust the potential of the OCP,
it is just intended to illustrate the appliation of this powerful tool. As it is
possible to apply the OCP even in ases where a formal proof is out of reah
for present day tehniques, it should be onsidered as an important tool in the
investigation of Conformal Field Theories.
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